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Oscilloscope Modification Provides Some Features of Dual Time-Base Units* 

R. A. Scholl 
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 

A frequent problem in large systems involves display Of tW0 SimalS 

fron independent sources on the sa3e oscilloscope. If each of the signals is 

accompanied by a pre- trigger (a trigger signal occurring just before the 

siggal'is to be oijserved) and the signals are asynchronous, the obvious 

solution is the use of a dual-beam, dual-time base oscilloscope. However, 

if the two signals cannot occur simultaneously and the same sweep speed is 

required for both, much of the flexibility of the dual beam unit is wasted. 

A relatively simple modification to any dual trace oscilloscope will provide -- 

the display capability at much lariler cost. 

The measurement situation referred to above is illustrated in 

Figure 1. The problem is to display these t\iO signals on an ordinaq; dl_:al- 

trace oscilloscope. Of COiLi'SZ, the trimgger signals could be ignored and 

the oscilloscope triggered internally, but then the signals marked I3 
2’ c2J 

E2 and D, could not L)- '0 viesr?d since the scope sweep Mould be locked o:.d 

at tilov tin;,-s due to the earlier LI swcop c,n that cha.nnel. Also, the 2 d- 

vzntags of the coherer:t pre- trigger have been lost. Clearly another 

te c hi que sho1u;l.d be used. The modification outl.incd in this art,icle alloys 

full displa;r of all si~:al.s. 
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repetition rate. None of these nodes concern us here. Wkn the "alternate" 

mode is selected, the flip-flop acts as a'bistable device, ch,anging state 

at the end of each sweep. Thus tke CH.l and CH.2 signals are displayed 

alternately. It is this mode which we must modify in order to obtain 

the measurement capa'oility required. The modification is shovn in Figure 3. 

The modified vertical circuit nov has tvo trigger inputs which 

control the state of the control flip-flop; a CH.l select trigger closes the 

CH.l analog switch, and a CH.2 select trigger closes the CH.2 analog switch. 

If the tvo trigger channels shown in Figure 1 are now combined as sho:;n, in 

Figure 4, the circuit action vi.11 be as follcxs: when a trigger 1 pulse 

occurs, the control flip-flop in the vertical circuit is set so that the 

CH.l sxitch is closed. T'nis trigger pulse also passes through the delay 

line, triggering the oscilloscope s;:eep. The delay is inserted to allov 

the analog switch to settle; the delay required is typically O.l-0.2/set. 

, The oscilloscope then displays the signal at the CH.l input. Analogous 

events occur after a trigger 2 pulse, and tk oscilloscope then displays 

the signal at the Channel 2 input. 0bviously;the pr.e-trigger must occur 

sufficiently early with respect to the sigal to be viewed to al1os.1 for 

the Sli?fZp trii;~:zr delay. In msy la rt;e systczs this ic L) not a significant 

problem. 
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Since each'oscilloscope nanufscturer uses a different 

circuit to implement the block diagram shoxn in Figure 2, it is 

impossible to describe a single circuit modification appropriate 

to all. A reasonably universal circuit is given in Figure 5. 

Circuit action is as follolrrs: if the collector of QA is high, Ql 

is turned on, all.owing'a charge to be built up across C during 

the trigger pulse -- (note that the trigger source must be able 

to sink 7 ma when in the "low" state). At the end of the trigger 

p&x the junction of the capacitor znd the two diodes goes nega- . 

tive, turning off Q, and tuniing on Q 
3 

. This pulls the collector 

of QA to ground, triggering the control fl.ip-flop on the trailing 

edge of the trigger pulse. If the collector of QA is already loi,J, 

. 

hoxever, Q1. will be turned off when the trigger pulse arrives. 

With Q1 open there is no charging path for Cl, and Q, remains un- 

affected. T'nis featlx? gives the circuit a trigger "steeri.nglt 

cspabili.ty , allc+ring J-K acti.on in case the. two triggers occlur 
_- 

simulianeo:lzly. Both ch~~~~ls of the circuitry in Fi&re 5 were 

wired on a 2 x 4 inch circliit card whic'n was mo~J:fited in a c3.ear 

space at the rear of the vertical plug-in. poT,:ier for the circui't 

buses ir! the pl.ug-in. Spre Dins 011 the rear connector :,Jere used 

to brLng in ths trig&r cabl.es. IILsconnecticn of the "sweep-en3" 

signal was accorql. 

plug-in. 
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